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An Improvement in Three-Dimensional Pure

Proportional Navigation Guidance

Hyo-Sang Shin and Ke-Bo Li

Abstract

This paper proposes an improved version of 3D pure proportional navigation (PPN) against a manoeuvring

target. The main research hypothesis is that the performance of 3D PPN can be improved by properly selecting the

direction of the guidance command as there exists an infinite number of potential directions complying with the

PPN concept in 3D space. Analysis on the relative motion confirms the validity of the hypothesis and leads to the

development of a new guidance algorithm. Unlike traditional 3D PPN, the guidance algorithm developed adapts the

direction, but maintains the magnitude of the commanded acceleration proportional to only the line-of-sight (LOS)

rate. The validity and performance of the proposed guidance algorithm are investigated through theoretical analysis

and numerical simulations.

Index Terms

3D PPN, manoeuvring target, direction of commanded acceleration, relative motion analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Pure proportional navigation (PPN) guidance law [1]–[6] is a major class of proportional navigation (PN) guidance

laws and mainly used for endo-atmospheric interception, whereas true proportional navigation (TPN) guidance

law [7]–[9] is another major PN class that is commonly used for exo-atmospheric interception. The commanded

acceleration vector of PPN is perpendicular to the interceptor’s velocity vector and its magnitude is proportional to

the line-of-sight (LOS) angular rate. PPN is preferred over many other guidance laws mostly thanks to its robustness

and practicality [10]. Implementation of PPN mainly requires the measurement of LOS rate, which is generally

available from the gimballed seeker system on the interceptor.

It is known that PPN provides excellent capturability against non-manoeuvring target for endo-atmospheric

interception [6]. The LOS rate and commanded acceleration of PPN are continuously decreasing during the guidance

process, and the capture region is extremely large. However, if the target is manoeuvring with large acceleration,

performance of PPN might be significantly degraded. Many researchers have investigated the performance of PPN

against manoeuvring targets using linear or nonlinear methods. For example, Shukla and Mahapatra [11] extended
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their quasi-linearisation method of PPN [12] to the scenario of manoeuvring target interception and obtained closed-

form solutions of trajectory parameters. Gulman [11], [13] presented some qualitative results of PPN against

constantly manoeuvring targets based on his previous qualitative analysis approach [3]. Ghawghawe and Ghose

[14] study the capturability of PPN against an arbitrarily manoeuvring target with time-varying normal acceleration

by utilising Guelman’s approach [3], [11], [13]. Based on the Lyapunov-like approach [15]–[17], Oh and Ha [18],

[19] presented the capture condition and the upper-bound of commanded acceleration of PPN against an arbitrarily

manoeuvring target. Recently, K. B. Li et al. [20] restudied the results of [17]–[19] and obtained more general

conditions.

These studies confirm that performance of PPN is degraded if the target manoeuvres. Hence, for improving the

performance of endo-atmospheric interceptors against manoeuvring targets, there have been numerous guidance

algorithms developed, based on different types of modern control theories such as optimal guidance laws [21], [22],

sliding mode guidance laws [23]–[27] and differential game guidance laws [28], [29]. However, these algorithms

tend to require additional information, e.g. time-to-go, relative range, or even the target acceleration, for obtaining

commanded accelerations. This might increase the complexity of the guidance system and also could even result

in some robustness issue.

This paper aims to develop a new guidance algorithm to enhance the performance of endo-atmospheric interceptors

against manoeuvring targets. Thanks to the widely accepted advantages, this paper will exploit the main concepts

of PN in the development. Since the target with high acceleration manoeuvres could cause a significantly change

of the engagement plane, it is necessary to cope with the 3D engagement problem even for homing guidance.

Unlike in 2D space, determination of the guidance command direction becomes important in 3D space. In 2D

space, there exists one direction that is perpendicular to the velocity vector of the interceptor and able to reduce

the LOS rate at the same time. On the other hand, there exist an infinite number of potential directions of the

guidance command in 3D space as a plane is perpendicular to the velocity vector. The direction of 3D PPN is

determined by the cross product of the LOS angular velocity and interceptor’s velocity [1], [5], [6]. Some modern

advanced guidance laws also adopt the direction of the guidance command from 3D PPN, e.g. [30]. Another

representative approach is to split the 3D space into two 2D engagement planes, i.e. pitch and yaw planes. The

guidance commands in the two planes are computed by 2D PPN and the direction of the guidance command in 3D

space is then constructed from the vector sum.

There have been attempts to introduce the differential geometric curve theory into the 3D guidance law design,

which have led to various 3D differential geometric guidance laws (DGGLs) [31]–[34]. DGGLs were claimed

to provide excellent guidance performance against manoeuvring targets. It is worth noting that such guidance

laws produce guidance command formations and directions, different from traditional 3D PPN. The results of

DGGLs indicate that the difference in the command formation and direction might play a crucial role in improving

the guidance performance. However, up to the best of our knowledge, there have been no studies analysing the

effectiveness of command directions on the guidance performance in 3D space.

Therefore, this paper first focuses on performing relative motion analysis between the interceptor and the target

to find an efficient direction of the guidance command . The efficient direction of the guidance command is defined
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as the direction that enables efficient reduction of the zero-effort miss (ZEM). Note that ZEM is the nominal

miss distance determined without considering the accelerations. It is widely accepted that target interception can be

achieved by efficiently reducing ZEM. This paper then focuses on developing a new 3D PPN, named Improved Pure

Proportional Navigation (IPPN), by leveraging the efficient direction found. The calculation of the new command

direction requires the same measurement information of traditional 3D PPN, which enables IPPN to keep the main

advantages of 3D PPN, namely practicality and robustness. Another main modification from 3D PPN is that IPPN

maintains the magnitude of the guidance command proportional only to the LOS rate. This will allow the proposed

guidance law to efficiently stabilise the LOS rate.

The validity of our main arguments is examined by theoretically analysis. The analysis is based on the Lyapunov-

like approach [15], [17]. The analysis results indicate that if the navigation gain in IPPN is properly selected, then

our arguments can be validated. The performance of the proposed guidance algorithm is investigated and compared

with that of 3D PPN through numerical simulations. The simulation results confirm that IPPN reduces the ZEM

and stabilise the LOS rate in a more efficient way, compared with 3D PPN. Consequently, the IPPN guidance law

can significantly improve guidance performance.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section II introduces preliminaries and the 3D relative

kinematic equation set established in the LOS rotation coordinate system. Section III, conducts relative motion

analysis to investigate efficient directions of the guidance command and develops the IPPN guidance law. The

validity of the main arguments are theoretically analysed in Section IV and numerical simulation results are provided

in section V. Finally, conclusions are offered in section VI.

II. PRELIMINARY

Traditionally, the 3D pursuit is handled by constructing two independent guidance laws in the pitch and yaw planes

of the missile and taking their cross-coupling effect into account. This approach might complicate the description

of the relative motion due to the cross-coupling effect and introduce some auxiliary variables to the guidance law.

Establishing the kinematic equations in LOS rotating coordinate (LRC) could ease the complexity in the description

of the 3D relative motion [35]–[37]. The relative motion in the LRC system can be divided into two decoupled

submotions: 1) the relative motion in the engagement plane spanned by the relative position and velocity vectors

and 2) the rotation of this plane. This paper will use these kinematic equations in developing an improved PPN

guidance law.

In this paper, we consider the 3D engagement problem in which a missile guided by PPN pursues an arbitrarily

manoeuvring target with time-varying normal acceleration. Like in numerous previous studies [1]–[3], [13], [17],

[18], for the simplicity of the performance analysis, this paper assumes that:

A1) The missile and target are considered as point masses moving in 3D space;

A2) Compared with the resulting overall guidance loop, the autopilot and the seeker dynamics are fast enough

to be neglected;

A3) The angle of attack (AOA) and angle of sideslip (AOS) of the missile are small enough to be neglected;

A4) The speeds of missile and target are constant.
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Fig. 1: Three-dimensional engagement geometry.

A5) The speed of missile is greater than that of the target.

It is further assumed that the earth is non-rotating. Note that PPN guidance is widely used in homing guidance

and homing guidance phase is relatively short. Therefore, in homing guidance, the constant speed assumption with

the non-rotation earth one could be acceptable. One could argue that only 2D engagement geometry could be

considered in homing guidance. However, since the engagement plane could be significantly changing when the

target is manoeuvring with high acceleration, coping with 3D engagement problem is necessary even for homing

guidance.

Fig. 1 depicts 3D pursuit geometry. In Fig. 1, the frame OA−XAYAZA denotes the inertial launch frame, which

is fixed and centred at the launch site. The origin OA is fixed at the launch point, the XA axis lies in the horizontal

plane and points to the launch direction of the missile, while the YA axis is aligned with the local orthogonal

direction of the launch point, and the ZA axis completes a right-handed frame with the other two axes. The position

vectors of the missile and target are denoted as rrrm and rrrt, respectively. The relative position vector rrr is given by

rrr = rrrt − rrrm (1)

LOS is defined as the direction pointed from the missile to the target, namely,

eeer = rrr/r (2)

where r is the relative range.

The relative velocity can be decomposed into two major components. The first one is the velocity component

and is called closing velocity:

vvvr = vreeer (3)
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where vr denotes the closing speed which is equal to ṙ. The second component is perpendicular to the LOS and

is called vertical relative velocity which is given by:










vvvθ = ωωωs × rrr = vθeeeθ

vθ = rωs

(4)

where ωωωs denotes the angular velocity of rrr, eeeθ is the unit vector along ωωωs × rrr and ωs is the angular speed of the

LOS vector. The angular velocity of LOS, ωωω and its direction eeeω can be represented as:

ωωωs = ωseeeω

eeeω = eeer × eeeθ

(5)

Note that, from its definition, ωs is non-negative.

LRC is defined as the rotation coordinate frame whose axes are along the unit vectors of (eeer, eeeθ, eeeω). The angular

velocity, ωωω, of the rotating axes (eeer, eeeθ, eeeω), can be represented as:

ωωω = ωseeeω +ΩΩΩs = ωseeeω +Ωseeer (6)

where ΩΩΩs is the component of ωωω along rrr, and Ωs denotes the angular speed of the engagement plane. Then, the

following property holds [35]–[37]:


















ėeer = ωseeeθ

ėeeθ = −ωseeer +Ωseeeω

ėeeω = −Ωseeeθ

(7)

Given Eqn. (7), the second time derivative of rrr is obtained as:

aaa =: r̈rr =
(

r̈ − rω2

s

)

eeer + (rω̇s + 2ṙωs)eeeθ + rωsΩseeeω (8)

where aaa denotes the relative acceleration of the missile w.r.t the target. The relative kinematic equation set in

rotating LOS frame is then given by:


















r̈ − rω2

s = atr − amr

rω̇s + 2ṙωs = atθ − amθ

rωsΩs = atω − amω

(9)

where a is the magnitude of the acceleration and subscripts r, θ, ω on variables represent projections of those

variables onto the three axes of (eeer, eeeθ, eeeω). Variables with subscripts m and t imply those variables of the missile

and target. The first two equations in Eqn. (9) in describe the relative motion in the engagement plane and the third

equation represents the rotational principle of the engagement plane. As shown in Eqn. (9), the first two equations

can be decoupled with the third one. For more details, the reader is referred to [35]–[37].

It is assumed that the target acceleration is applied perpendicular to its velocity vector and its magnitude is

assumed to be bounded from above, i.e.:

A6)

at(t) ≤ α, ∀t ≥ t0(= 0) (10)
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where at denotes the magnitude of the target acceleration and α(> 0) the upper bound of magnitude of the target

acceleration. Throughout the paper, subscript 0 on variables means the initial condition of those variables.

θm and θt define the geometric relationship between the velocity directions and eeer, as represented in the following

equations:










tttm · eeer = cos θm

tttt · eeer = cos θt

(11)

If cos θm is larger than zero, the missile is flying towards the target. Otherwise, the missile is moving away from

the target. In this paper, we mainly discuss the situation where the missile is initially flying towards the target like

in homing guidance, that is,

A7)

tttm0 · eeer0 = cos θm0 > 0 or θm0 ∈
[

0,
π

2

)

(12)

Now, let us define mmm and ttt as:










mmm =: tttm − (tttm · eeer)eeer

ttt =: tttt − (tttt · eeer)eeer
(13)

Since, from the definition, θm, θt ∈ [0, π], we have:










|mmm| = sin θm

|ttt| = sin θt

(14)

According to the definitions, mmm and ttt lie in the plane vertical to LOS, which was called “the LOS plane” in [17].

The angle between mmm and ttt is denoted as Θ and is an element of the set of [0, π]in this paper . Then,

cosΘ =
mmm · ttt
|mmm||ttt| =

tttm · tttt − cos θm cos θt
sin θm sin θt

(15)

From the definitions and assumptions made, the following kinematics can be obtained:

ṙ = vvv · eeer = vm (ρtttt · eeer − tttm · eeer) = vm (ρ cos θt − cos θm) (16)

vθ = rωs = vvv · eeeθ = vm |ρttt−mmm| (17)

where ρ = vt/vm. Note that from the assumption A5), we have 0 < ρ < 1.

III. NEW 3D PPN

A. Analysis of Relative Motion Based on ZEM

Concerning the interception problem, the theoretical goal is to reduce the relative range to zero. However, it could

be difficult to achieve the goal in practice due to various reasons such as noise, uncertainties, and disturbances.

Therefore, achieving the minimum miss distance is widely accepted as a practical goal of many guidance laws.

Note that miss distance is defined as the minimum distance between the missile and target during the engagement.

As discussed in Introduction, there exists a nominal miss distance determined without considering the accelerations,

which is thus called ZEM. Generally, guidance considers the accelerations as the control variable of ZEM and the
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guidance problem is to determine this control variable to drive ZEM to an acceptable range, near to zero, during

the engagement. Given ṙ < 0, ZEM can be approximated as:

ZEM =
r2ωs

|vr|
(18)

The first time derivative of ZEM is obtained as:

dZEM

d t
=

r2(r̈ωs − ṙω̇s)

ṙ2
− 2rωs (19)

From the first two equations of Eqn. (9), we have:










r̈ = atr − atm + rω2

s

ω̇s =
atθ − amθ − 2ṙωs

r

(20)

Substituting Eqn. (20) into Eqn. (19) yields:

dZEM

d t
=

r3ω3

s

ṙ2
+

r2ωs

ṙ2
(atr − atm)− r

ṙ
(atθ − amθ) (21)

Introducing the nominal time-to-go tgo given by:

tgo =
r

|vr|
(22)

The first time derivative of ZEM can be rewritten as:

dZEM

d t
= rω3

st
2

go + tgo [ωstgo(atr − amr) + (atθ − amθ)] (23)

This implies that ZEM can be reduced by both amr and amθ. Moreover, it is clear that the capability of reducing

ZEM between amr and amθ depends on the coefficient ωstgo, which is given by:

ωstgo = −rωs

ṙ
=

vθ
|vr| (24)

Eqn. (24) directly induces the following remark.

Remark 1. If vθ > |vr| during engagement, the capability of amr in reducing ZEM is stronger than that of amθ,

and vice versa.

Note that it is desirable to minimise vθ at the handover from the mid course to the homing phase. Therefore, vθ

is usually smaller than the magnitude of vr at the beginning of the homing phase. It is worth noting that f vθ > |vr|,
ZEM shown in Eqn. (18) holds:

ZEM = −r2ωs

ṙ
= r

vθ
|vr|

> r (25)

which should be avoided during the engagement.

B. New 3D PPN Development

The principle of PPN is to successfully reduce miss distance by regulating the LOS rate and maintaining negative

closing speed. PPN is widely used for the endo-atmospheric interception since its commanded acceleration is set to

be vertical to the interceptor’s velocity vector. In 2D space, as shown in Fig. 2, the direction perpendicular to the
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Fig. 2: Two-dimensional engagement geometry

missile velocity vector is unique and consequently the direction of the commanded acceleration can be uniquely

determined.

On the other hand, there is a plane that is orthogonal to the missile velocity vector in 3D space. This implies

that there are infinite number of vectors that is perpendicular to vvvm and hence the direction of the commanded

acceleration should be determined. The commanded acceleration of 3D PPN is normally expressed as [1], [15] [17]:

aaaPPN = Nωωωs × vvvm (26)

where N denotes the navigation gain, whose value is usually set to be between 3 and 5 in practice. Denoting the

direction vector of the missile velocity as tttm, the commanded acceleration in conventional 3D PPN is given by:

aaaPPN = Nvmωseeeω × tttm (27)

As shown in Eqn. (27), the direction of the conventional 3D PPN is determined by eeeω×tttm which can be expressed

as:

eeeω × tttm = (eeer × eeeθ)× tttm = − (tttm · eeeθ)eeer + (tttm · eeer)eeeθ (28)

Substituting Eqn. (28) into Eqn. (27) yields:

aaaPPN = Nvmωs [− (tttm · eeeθ)eeer + (tttm · eeer)eeeθ] (29)

Let us define the direction of the commanded acceleration of the conventional 3D PPN as eeePPN , i.e.

eeePPN =:
eeeω × tttm
|eeeω × tttm| (30)

From Eqn. (28), it is clear that eeePPN is located on the engagement plane which are spanned by eeer and eeeθ.

For vθ < |vr|, from Remark 1, it is clear that the larger amθ is, the more effective the commanded acceleration

will be in reducing ZEM. Therefore, maximising the projection of the commanded acceleration on the eeeθ axis will

make 3D PPN more efficient in reducing ZEM. The direction of the acceleration determined by eeeω × tttm is not

effective in this sense.
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Fig. 3: Geometric relationship of tttm, eeeθ, eeePPN , and eeeIPPN : the circle represents the plane perpendicular to tttm

and eeeIPPN must be located in the plane spanned by tttm and eeeθ

Now, let us define the optimal direction of the commanded acceleration in 3D PPN as the direction that provides

the maximum projection of the acceleration on the eeeθ axis among feasible directions. From Remark 1, it is

expected that the optimal direction will provide the strongest capability in reducing ZEM at each time step. This

optimal direction is denoted as eeeIPPN . For endo-atmospheric interception, the commanded acceleration must be

perpendicular to the interceptor’s velocity. This means that the set of feasible directions, defined as SPPN , is given

by:

SPPN = {eeePPN |eeePPN · tttm = 0} (31)

Hence, the optimal direction must also holds the following equality

eeeIPPN · tttm = 0 (32)

In order for the maximum projection of the commanded acceleration on eeeθ, it is trivial that tttm, eeeθ and eeeIPPN

should be located in the same plane. Hence,

eeeIPPN =
tttm × (eeeθ × tttm)

|tttm × (eeeθ × tttm)| =
eeeθ − (eeeθ · tttm) tttm

λ
(33)

where:

λ =: |eeeθ − (eeeθ · tttm) tttm| =
√

1− (eeeθ · tttm)
2

(34)

Fig. 3 depicts the geometric relationship of tttm, eeeθ, eeePPN , and eeeIPPN .

As shown in Eqn. (27), the magnitude of the commanded acceleration of conventional 3D PPN becomes smaller

as |eeeω × tttm| gets smaller. If this happens before the LOS angular speed ωs being controlled sufficiently small, the

commanded acceleration of 3D PPN is not able to effectively stabilise ωs. Note that this is against the concept

of the PPN. Considering this issue and the optimal direction of the commanded acceleration defined, this paper

proposed an improved 3D PPN, named IPPN, as:

aaaIPPN =
Nvmωs

λ
[eeeθ − (eeeθ · tttm) tttm] (35)

This proposed approach will enable the commanded acceleration to be applied along the direction where its

projection along eeeθ is maximised at each time step. This implies that, in most of practice, the proposed 3D PPN
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law can apply more energy on the more effective direction eeeθ in reducing ZEM, compared with the conventional

3D PPN.

On the other hand, the magnitude of the acceleration is proportional only to ωs, i.e.:

|aaaIPPN | = Nvmωs (36)

This means that unlike the conventional 3D PN, the LOS angular speed could be more efficiently stabilised even

if |eeeω × tttm| becomes small.

IV. ANALYSIS

All arguments behind the proposed IPPN algorithm are based on the assumption that vθ is small enough to hold

vθ < |vr|. If the assumption is invalid, the proposed guidance algorithm won’t be effective. As discussed in Section

III-A, it is common that mid course guidance typically aims to minimise vθ at the hand over to the homing phase.

Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the initial value of vθ in the homing phase is small to satisfy vθ < |vr|. To

this end, the essential question to be answered is whether or not vθ can be maintained small enough during the

homing phase given a satisfactory initial value.

This section proves that if the navigation gain is properly selected, it is possible to show that vθ is bounded

within a certain range.

Lemma 1. In addition to A1)-A7), suppose the following two assumptions hold.

A8) For a constant β ∈ (0, vm(1 + ρ)], the initial value of vθ satisfy the following condition:

vθ(t0) < β (37)

A9a) N is chosen such that:

N >

αr

βvm
+ ρ+ cos θm

λ
∀t ≥ t0 (38)

Then, 3D PPN commanded acceleration defined in Eqn. (26) guarantees that

vθ(t) < β ∀t ≥ t0 (39)

Proof. As vθ is the relative velocity component generating the LOS angular speed ωs, a Lyapunov-like function,

V (t) is defined as:

V (t) =:
v2θ(t)

2
=

[r(t)ωs(t)]
2

2
(40)

The first time derivative of the Lyapunov-like function is obtained as:

V̇ = rωs (ṙωs + rω̇s) (41)

From relative dynamic equations and commanded acceleration, we have:

rω̇s + 2ṙωs = atnnnt · eeeθ −
Nvmωs

λ
[eeeθ − (eeeθ · tttm) tttm] · eeeθ

= atnnnt · eeeθ −
Nvmωs

λ

[

1− (eeeθ · tttm)
2

]

(42)
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Considering the definition of λ shown in Eqn. (34), it is clear that:

rω̇s + 2ṙωs = atnnnt · eeeθ −Nvmωsλ (43)

From Eqn. (16), ṙωs can be written as:

ṙωs = vmωs (ρtttt · eeer − tttm · eeer)

= vmωs (ρ cos θt − cos θm)
(44)

Hence:

rω̇s + ṙωs = atnnnt · eeeθ + vmωs(cos θm − ρ cos θt −Nλ) (45)

Substituting Eqn. (45) into Eqn. (41) yields

V̇ = rωs [atnnnt · eeeθ + vmωs(cos θm − ρ cos θt −Nλ)]

≤ rvmω2

s (cos θm + ρ−Nλ) + rωsat

From the assumptions A6) and A9e), V̇ holds

V̇ < −αr2ω2

s

β
+ αrωs = −2

αV

β
+
√
2α

√
V (46)

Therefore, we have:
√
V (t) <

β√
2
, ∀t ≥ t0 (47)

This proves Eqn. (39) for t ≥ t0.

Lemma 1 implies that, for a missile guided by the proposed IPPN law against an arbitrarily manoeuvring target

with limited normal acceleration, vθ can be bounded in a certain range if the following conditions hold: the initial

vθ is acceptable and the navigation gain is chosen sufficiently large. Eqn. (38) implies that the bigger the speed

ratio ρ is, the larger the navigation gain is demanded. It can be also noted that the choice of the navigation gain

N depends on the target acceleration bound, not on the entire target acceleration profile.

Remark 2. Lemma 1 also implies that the heading error of IPPN can be bounded. If there is no heading error, i.e.

the missile is on collision course, the vertical relative speed, vθ, represented in Eqn. (17) is zero. As the missile

speed vm is not a control variable, the property of the heading error can be investigated by also examining the

value of vθ.

The lower bound of the navigation gain in Lemma 1 is functions of cos θm. Therefore, it is critical to investigate

the properties on θm. Lemma 2 analyses the range of θm against a manoeuvring target.

Lemma 2. Suppose that the assumptions A1) − A7) hold and the following assumption holds

A9b) The navigation gain satisfies the following inequality:

N >
λ

cos θm
(48)

Then, the commanded acceleration of the IPPN guidance law guarantees θm such that:

sin θm(t) ≤ max {sin θm0, ρ} ⇔ cos θm(t) ≥ min
{

cos θm0,
√

1− ρ2
}

, ∀t ≥ t0 (49)
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Proof. ṫttm is obtained as:

ṫttm =
aaam
vm

=
aaaIPPN

vm
=

Nωs

λ
[eeeθ − (eeeθ · tttm) tttm] , (50)

Therefore, we have:
d(cos θm)

dt
= −Nωs

λ
(eeeθ · tttm)(tttm · eeer) + ωs (tttm · eeeθ) (51)

Using Eqns. (4) and (17), we can obtain tttm · eeeθ as:

tttm · eeeθ =
vm
rωs

tttm · (ρttt−mmm)

=
vm
rωs

sin θm (ρ sin θT cosΘ− sin θm)
(52)

Substituting Eqn. (52) into Eqn. (51) yield

d(cos θm)

dt
=

ωs

λ
(λ−N cos θm) tttm · eeeθ

=
vm
r
(N cos θm − λ) sin θm (sin θm − ρ sin θt cosΘ)

(53)

Since θm, θt ∈ [0, π] from their definitions, it is clear that:

d(cos θm)

dt
≥ vm

r
(N cos θm − λ) sin θm (sin θm − ρ sin θt) (54)

Thus, θ̇m holds the following inequality:

θ̇m ≤ −vm
r
(N cos θm − λ) (sin θm − ρ sin θt) (55)

Then, for N holding A9c), we have:






θ̇m < 0, if sin θm > ρ

θ̇m ≤ 0, if sin θm = ρ
(56)

This implies that:

sin θm(t) < sin θm0, ∀t ≥ t0, if sin θm0 > ρ (57)

Since θm(t) is a continuous function of time unless the relative range becomes zero, Eqn. (56) also means that:

sin θm(t) ≤ ρ, ∀t ≥ t0, if sin θm0 ≤ ρ (58)

Therefore, we have:

sin θm(t) ≤ max {sin θm0, ρ} , ∀t ≥ t0 (59)

It is obvious that the condition in Eqn. (59) is identical to the following condition:

cos θm(t) ≥ min
{

cos θm0,
√

1− ρ2
}

, ∀t ≥ t0 (60)

The issue with Lemmas 1 and 2 is that the lower bounds of N are functions of states which are time varying.

As it could be practical to determine a value for the navigation gain, it would be beneficial to investigate the upper

bound of the bounds of the navigation gain in Lemmas 1 and 2. To do so, it is necessary to first examine the

boundedness of λ.
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Lemma 3. Suppose that the assumption A1) – A7) and A9b) satisfy. Then, λ is bounded as:

min
{

cos θm0,
√

1− ρ2
}

≤ λ ≤ 1 ∀t ≥ t0 (61)

Proof. From the definition of λ given in Eqn. (34), it is clear that λ ≤ 1. rωs can be rewritten as:

rωs = vm (ρ sin θt − sin θm) (62)

Substituting Eqn. (62) into Eqn. (52) yields:

tttm · eeeθ =
sin θm (ρ sin θT cosΘ− sin θm)

(ρ sin θt − sin θm)
(63)

Hence, it is trivial that:

tttm · eeeθ ≤ sin θm (64)

Therefore, we clearly have

λ ≥ cos θm =

√

1− sin2 θm (65)

The bound of cos θm, which is given by Eqn. (60) in Lemma 2, completes the proof.

Now, we can establish the following theorem that provides fixed bounds of the navigation gain.

Theorem 1. Suppose A1)-A7), A8) hold and the following assumption satisfies. A9c) N is chosen such that

N > max











αr

βvm
+ ρ+ ν

ν
,
1

ν











∀t ≥ t0 (66)

where

ν =: min{cos θm} = min
{

cos θm0,
√

1− ρ2
}

(67)

Then, Eqn. (39) in Lemma 1 and Eqn. (49) in Lemma 2 hold.

Proof. From Eqn. (65) in Lemma 3, it is trivial that

αr

βvm
+ ρ+ cos θm

λ
≤

αr

βvm
+ ρ+ cos θm

cos θm

≤

αr

βvm
+ ρ+ ν

ν

(68)

Also, as λ ≤ 1, we have
λ

cos θm
≤ 1

cos θm
≤ 1

ν
(69)

This means that the navigation meeting assumption A9c) also holds A9a) in Lemma 1 and A9b) in Lemma 2,

which completes the proof.

During the engagement, especially at the homing phase, the initial closing speed is usually smaller than 0 and it

is desirable to avoid the situation where ṙ becomes positive. Moreover, if 3D PPN maintains negative closing speed

over the entire engagement, target interception can be guaranteed. Therefore, the following theorem will briefly
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examine the characteristics of the closing speed ṙ, which is directly related to the capturability, in the new 3D PPN

law.

Theorem 2. Suppose that assumptions A1) − A7) and A9b) are satisfied, ṙ(t0) < 0 and the following initial

condition is met:

A10)

cos θm0 > max
{

ρ,
√

1− ρ2
}

(70)

Then, ṙ(t) < 0 for all t ≥ t0.

Proof. For ρ < 1/
√
2, Lemma 2 and Eqn. (70) imply that

cos θm(t) ≥ min
{

cos θm0,
√

1− ρ2
}

≥
√

1− ρ2, ∀t ≥ t0

(71)

Then, given ρ < 1/
√
2, the closing speed holds the following condition:

ṙ(t) = vmωs (ρ cos θt − cos θm)

≤ vm

(

ρ−
√

1− ρ2
)

< 0, ∀t ≥ t0

(72)

In case of ρ ∈ [1/
√
2, 1), it is clear from the initial conditions given in Eqn. (70) and Lemma 2 that cos θm(t) > ρ

for all t ≥ t0. Hence, ṙ(t) holds:

ṙ(t) < vm (ρ− ρ) = 0, ∀t ≥ t0 (73)

Remark 3. Given ṙ ≤ 0 for all t ≥ t0, we have

max











αr

βvm
+ ρ+ ν

ν
,
1

ν











≤ max











αr0
βvm

+ ρ+ ν

ν
,
1

ν











(74)

The value of the upper bound given in Eqn. (74) is determined by the fixed values of parameters and the initial

values of some states. Therefore, from Theorem 1, it is clear that the lower bound of the navigation gain can be

determined by a fixed value at the beginning of the engagement.

Remark 4. The capturability condition of A10) is conservative: the condition implies that the missile flies towards

to the target at the beginning of homing. Note that it is straightforward to find more general condition following

[18] or [20]. However, since this is not the main scope of this study and derivation becomes lengthy, we limit our

discussion on the capturability to Theorem 2.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

This section validates the performance of the proposed IPPN against the typical 3D PPN via numerical simulations.

Since the proposed guidance is for the homing phase, this section considers only engagement scenarios in the homing

phase. The maximum acceleration of the missile is assumed to be bounded to ±20 g where g ≈ 9.81 m/s2. Table

I provides the initial simulation conditions.
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TABLE I: Simulation conditions

Value

Initial missile position (0, 0, 0) km

Initial relative distance 3 km

Initial heading angle 5 deg

Missile speed 800 m/s

Target speed 700 m/s

Initial LOS elevation angle 60 deg

Initial LOS azimuth angle 30 deg

Initial target pitch angle 0 deg

Initial target yaw angle 135 deg

We consider two cases in which target acceleration profiles are different, but the other engagement conditions

remain the same. The target acceleration profile in the first case is given as:

aaat =











5g iiiB×vvvt

|iiiB×vvvt|
, for t ∈ [0, 1.5]sec

5g jjjB×vvvt

|jjjB×vvvt|
, for t > 1.5sec

(75)

where iiiB and jjjB denote the unit vectors corresponding to x and y axes in the body coordinate system, and g

gravity, i.e., g ≈ 9.81m/sec2. The upper bound of the target acceleration, α, is estimated as 5g. In the second case,

the actual acceleration is assumed to exceed the estimated upper bound, i.e.:

aaat =











5g iiiB×vvvt

|iiiB×vvvt|
, for t ∈ [0, 1.5]sec

15g jjjB×vvvt

|jjjB×vvvt|
, for t > 1.5sec

(76)

The second case is considered to demonstrate clear performance difference between typical PPN and the proposed

IPPN.

It is assumed that the mid course guidance achieves the initial vθ at the hand-over to the terminal homing smaller

or equal to 100m/s. Hence, β in Eqn. (37) is set to be 100. Note that the initial vθ is 71.8294m/s. Given the

initial engagement conditions and parameter values, we obtain:

max











αr0
βvm

+ ρ+ ν

ν
,
1

ν











= 4.9148

Following Theorem 1 and Remark 3, we set N = 5 for IPPN. For fair comparison, the navigation for the conventional

3D PPN is also set to be equal to 5.

Simulation results in case 1 are shown in Fig. 4. The time histories of total commanded acceleration and the

angular speed of the LOS vector are depicted in Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively. The magnitude of the commanded

acceleration of conventional 3D PPN becomes smaller as |eeeω × tttm| gets smaller before the LOS angular speed

ωs being sufficiently controlled. Hence, the commanded acceleration of 3D PPN is not able to effectively stabilise

ωs. As ωs does not remain small, the velocity ratio described in Eqn. (24) and the total commanded acceleration

become larger. Given this condition, Eqn. (23) indicates that ZEM can be still controlled in PPN, but not as efficient
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Fig. 4: Simulation results in Case 1: nnnm is the unit vector along the commended acceleration vector of the missile
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as IPPN. This is confirmed in Fig. 4a. The simulation results confirm that IPPN can more effectively stabilise

ωs and the total commanded acceleration than 3D PPN. This is desirable in terms of robustness against potential

uncertainties, disturbances and/or noises.

As illustrated in Fig. 4c, the speed ratio vθ/vr is decreasing over the engagement. When the ratio became

significantly small at around 1.5 sec, the proposed IPPN algorithm can reduce the ratio in a more efficient way,

compared with PPN. Fig. 4d demonstrates that the profiles of ZEM follows a similar pattern as the speed ratio. As

shown in Fig. 4a, the conventional PPN applies more energy to reduce both the speed ratio and ZEM. Note that,

the final miss distance of PPN is 2.2639 m and that of IPPN is 0.2668 m in case 1. This confirms that IPPN can

reduce ZEM in a more efficient way than PPN.

The projection of the commanded acceleration can be examined by checking < nnnm, eeeθ > where <,> denotes

the vector inner product and nnnm is the unit vector along the commended acceleration vector of the missile. As

discussed, the commanded acceleration in the proposed IPPN is applied along the direction where its projection

along eeeθ is maximised. This enables the application of the commanded acceleration to a direction, more effectively

reducing ZEM, compared with the conventional 3D PPN. The profiles of the inner product are shown in Fig. 4e.

Since the engagement conditions become completely different once the two different guidance algorithms start to be

implemented, direct comparison on the inner product is not fair. For fair comparison, we fix a guidance algorithm

applied and check the inner product in PPN and IPPN. The figure above in Fig. 4e is the case where the guidance

algorithm applied is PPN. The figure below in Fig. 4e is the case where IPPN is applied. As shown in Fig. 4e,

IPPN produces always bigger < nnnm, eeeθ >, compared with the conventional 3D PPN. This means that the proposed

IPPN algorithm can reduce ZEM in a more efficient way, which are confirmed from Figs 4a–4d.

Fig. 4f shows time histories of vθ and cos θm. The navigation gain is selected to satisfy the condition given

in Theorem 1. Hence, Lemma 1 implies that vθ < β for all t ≥ 0, which is confirmed by the figure above

in Fig. 4f. Also, from Lemma 2, cos θm(t) ≥ min
{

cos θm0,
√

1− ρ2
}

for all t ≥ 0. This implies that as

min
{

cos θm0,
√

1− ρ2
}

= 0.6614, cos θm(t) ≥ 0.6614. This is consistent with the result shown in the figure

at the bottom in Fig. 4f. The simulation results confirm the analysis results in Section IV.

In case 2, the actual maximum target acceleration α is 15 g and hence the actual bound of the navigation gain is

max











αr0
βvm

+ ρ+ ν

ν
,
1

ν











= 10.4765

However, as discussed, the navigation gain is selected as 5. The simulation results in case 2 are depicted in Fig. 5.

The order of the sub-figures in Fig. 5 is the same as that in Fig. 4. The results shown in Figs. 5a – 5e confirm that the

proposed IPPN can efficiently reduce ZEM to zero. In the conventional 3D PPN fails, the commanded acceleration

reaches to the maximum bound and fails to successfully reduce ZEM. Consequently, the PPN algorithm fails to

intercept the target where as the proposed IPPN successfully intercepts the target: the minimum miss distance is

74.0499 m and 1.5182 in PPN and IPPN, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 4e, < nnnm, eeeθ > is always larger

in IPPN than in PPN. As discussed in Section III, this the main enabler of the efficient reduction of ZEM and

consequently interception of the target. Although the navigation gain in IPPN didn’t meet the condition given by
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Fig. 5: Simulation results in Case 2: nnnm is the unit vector along the commended acceleration vector of the missile
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Eqn. (74) in Theorem 1, IPPN satisfies the bound condition of vθ and cos θm provided in Lemmas 1 and 2. This

implies that the actual bound of the navigation gain should be tighter and finding the tighter bound could be subject

of future study. Note that PPN cannot bound vθ and cos θ in case 2, unlike IPPN.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper suggests that determination of the commanded acceleration vector, i.e. magnitude and direction, can

significantly improve the performance of endo-atmospheric interception against manoeuvring targets in 3D space.

For the validation of the suggestion, this paper conducts analysis of relative motion between the interceptor and

target in 3D space. The analysis confirms that there exists a direction which is more efficient in reducing the

zero-effort miss (ZEM) and consequently in improving guidance performance. Based on the analysis, this paper

proposes a new 3D pure proportional navigation (PPN) guidance law which adapts the efficient direction found

for the direction of the commanded acceleration. Note that the new algorithm developed is called Improved PPN

(IPPN). Unlike traditional 3D PPN, IPPN maintains the guidance command proportional only to the LOS rate. The

validity of the main arguments of the paper is investigated by theoretical analysis. The analysis provides bounds

of the navigation gain that hold the validity of the main arguments. The performance of the proposed algorithm is

examined and compared with that of traditional 3D PPN via numerical simulations. The simulation results confirm

the analysis results and outperformance of the new guidance algorithm over traditional 3D PPN. It is worth noting

that the effective direction identified is not constrained by a specific type of guidance algorithms, but valid for any

type of guidance algorithms. Therefore, it could be applicable to most of existing modern guidance laws: the efficient

direction could be directly integrated with their original guidance command formations. Thorough investigation on

such integration and corresponding performance improvement is subject to future research.
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